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HD CAMERA WITH PANORAMIC VIEW
Thanks to the 5Mpixel sensor with a viewing
angle of over 170 ° and infrared LEDs, the device
provides a panoramic view with crystal clear HD
resolution both night and daylight.
INPUT & OUTPUT
Through a powered output and one relay,
it is possible to send direct commands to electric
locks and gates, lights or other gates. Inputs
for external sensors or buttons are also
available.
PROXIMITY & ANTI-SHOCK SENSOR
The integrated proximity sensor allows the
visitor to be welcomed with visual and audible
indications, while the anti-shock sensor notifies
the owner of any attempt at vandalism.
WI-FI & ETHERNET
The wired network interface with PoE power
supply ensures a stable connection, while the
wireless WiFi interface makes configuration and
diagnostics simple and immediate.
TOUCH DISPLAY
The 4.3 “display, equipped with sun-readable
technology, has a simple and intuitive interface,
which can be customized in terms of images and
texts to be adapted to any installation context.
DOUBLE MICROPHONE
Thanks to the double microphone and the DSP
device, background and disturbing noises are
eliminated, ensuring optimal transmission and
reception of sound.
ESSENTIAL AESTHETICS AND RESISTANCE
The stainless steel body and the essential finishes
make the IpDoor plate a real design object. Entirely
produced in Italy, it is available in a built-in and
surface-mounted version.

Comfort and Control
REMOTE COMMUNICATION

VOICE COMMAND

By interacting with the external display of the
license plate, visitors can be greeted via text
messages, voice or video replies. Thanks to the
native IP system, communication and access
management are made simple and immediate
even remotely.

IpDoor supports a speech recognition
technology that allows for totally handsfree communication. To start a call, it will be
sufficient to approach the intercom and say
“call” followed by the name of the person you
are looking for.

ACCESS CONTROL AND INTEGRATIONS

ONE TAP AWAY

Any gate can be managed using Bluetooth
and NFC technologies, the IpDoor smartphone
app, numeric PINs or QR codes to be shown
to the license plate camera. Each access mode
can also be integrated with third-party home
automation systems to create fully automated
scenarios.

A smartphone or tablet App will allow you to
control who is ringing at the door, communicate
with the visitor, check the access history, as well
as manage third-party home automation and
video surveillance devices.

MAXIMUM STABILITY
Thanks to the point-to-point communication
technology, IpDoor can locally guarantee
constant and stable operation even in the
absence of an Internet line.

App IpDoor

AVAI L AB L E ON

Like always being at home,
even when you’re not there!
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DEVICE

Find out more on ipdoor.com

The video intercom with an
elegant and functional design
Complete access
control system
IpDoor allows you to set up an access
control system complete of roles and
even temporary authorizations, with
the possibility of disabling a single user
and being notified whenever someone
accesses a gate.

NUMERICAL CODE

NFC

Insert a personal,
secret code on the numeric
keypad

Use a card, keychain or
smartphone supporting the NFC
technology

Designed to think
outside the box
The extreme flexibility of the IpDoor
system combined with the access control
and remote management functions allow
the product to serve the most varied
purposes and installation contexts. From
a virtual switchboard to a terminal for lift
systems, IpDoor has already proved to
be much more than a simple video door
phone. Get inspired by its versatility!

QR CODE

BLUETOOTH

QR codes (also from third
parties) can be scanned directly
from the license plate camera

Enable a door opener when a
smartphone is located near the
entrance panel
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